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There’s not really any directions for this – it is as you wish it to be!  

LEAK! Leak! Is there a leak?

Can you see one? 

Can you hear it,

the hiss of water wiggling its way out into the world 

uncaptured, wasted, wonton? 


I won’t let that fucking happen. 

Let the world know, I stopped the leak. 

Let the world know, my fingers found the cracks 

and their nimble little tips fucking fixed them. 

Superhero with a plunger. 

Superhero with temporary plugging gum

and a drum n bass playlist to make me work quicker 

than any of these other recruits. 

Anybody saving the world needs 

a damn good baseline to do it to - trust me. 


Mother would not agree, 

she needs silence to do what she does, 

but what she does is nowhere near as important as what I do, not anymore. 

So she can’t moan when the volume goes up now, 

I bring the most money back to the house. 

We eat off my skills, not hers, not dad’s. 

How do you like that, 

climate change denier teachers?

Those who said I would amount to a pile of flesh 

good enough to be married off no later than 19, 

my decay would set in my 20s, 

my features not finessed enough to hold age, apparently. 

Well guess what? 

Nobody needs finessed features anymore, 
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cos what good are they when your eyes are so dry 

they have to be covered in near-black lenses 

most of the time, 

every body looks finessed through that kind of filter. 

Ha. 


Anyway, in case you haven’t guessed 

I am one of the blessed ones

who chose to train to become a plumber 

and I have power now. 

Power in ways it would have been crazy 

to imagine before the Water Wars. 

Before the greatest commodity became the clear liquid 

we used to literally let slip through our fingers 

just for the feel of it. 


There was a time when a woman would 

never be able to bend under a stranger’s sink 

and say, I can see where the problem is, 

it’ll take me 10 minutes. Pass me the spanner please. 

I mean, they physically could of course,

but the very phrase ‘pass me the spanner please’

would be interpreted sexually, 

because every single thing we did 

was interpreted sexually

because every single particle of power 

was granted to us on the gravitas of our sexual possibility

by those who may or may not be sexually interested in us 

but needed us to know that we were only powerful 

if they decided someone, somewhere would be

sexually interested in us eventually. 

For example, at nursery, I remember –

one of my first memories actually – 
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I remember a teacher took a hairclip 

to keep my fringe from falling in front of my face,

she said, ‘the boys will think you’re trying to kiss them

your lovely hair swinging about like that. 

And then what would I tell your mummy, 

her daughter causing chaos in the nursery!’

She sat me on her lap and laughed

and just like that I knew my hair had the power 

to cause chaos in places set up to keep us safe, 

to make adults panic and problem solve 

and by high school we didn’t need to be told 

(even though we were of course)

that our skirts were too short, 

that we were distracting the teachers,

these men that were paid to teach us 

were unable to do their jobs 

because of the power our hems held 

and we held that high and mighty and proud.

By college I was a bit bored with this sort of power,

it did occur to me, just as things were moving 

beyond being environmentally uneasy

to being absolutely fucking terrifying

that entrusting the sum of my power to these men

(who by then I had a bit more... knowledge on)

was potentially a life-threatening decision 

considering the dire situation we found ourselves in.

I wanted top training in something useful 

but usually reserved for boys and I got it – 

the unprecedented needs were draining 

the gender separation, 

they had to take girls on as plumbers 

and OH, once they realised we saved more drops per hour 

than any boy they’d ever honoured with the 
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TOP DROP HERO Award, 

maybe because our fingertips were more sensitive

maybe because we had to work harder for it

maybe because our eyes were trained to search for drops

of whatever was being lost from the day we were born - 

whatever it was, that was it,

girls were picked out of all the thousands of applicants 

to be the senior plumbers, 

the new emergency service keeping society surviving – 

wait, is that it? The leak?

No, just a dust rat, 

damn tails sound like like trickles on these tiles. 


Anyway, the Water Wars was alright for some of us, 

if you look at it like that. 

Which is actually mad, 

humankind needing to get to the brink of extinction 

before removing (some) gender distinctions 

and then only because they had no choice, 

not because they were suddenly poised 

with some deeper philosophical understanding 

of how power being posited in one place,

in one type of person can never be a power that lasts, ultimately. 

Though can any power at all? 

Who knows? 

But I know that my ability to get water flowing again 

is something I won’t be letting go of for a long time. 

I’m greedy with the secrets of the service, 

I feel like I have always deserved this, to do this, be this.

Even when my little sister asked if I could start 

training her up on the basics before her college time comes, 

I did feel bad, but I said no, not yet sis – 

this power is fucking mine! 
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Oh, look, I see it, the leak the leak the leak 

should have known, always look up,

a wobbly tear of water about to drop from the ceiling – 

CATCH! 

Just like that. 
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